CASE STUDY

eLearning Management Solution for Continuing Legal Education

ABOUT CLIENT:
Client provides online training to legal professionals and awards certificates as a mandatory legal compliance.

The trainings are specifically tailored to comply with the respective state laws and BAR standards.

CHALLENGES

☑ Required state-specific certification system complying with respective BAR council standards.
☑ Real-time course completion tracking was not possible in the legacy system.
☑ Comprehensive report generation on specific lawyers was not available in the earlier system.
☑ Managing a huge amount of data on a single server was causing downtime and critical legal hurdles.

OUR SOLUTION

☑ Developed a stable and scalable architecture to comply with complex legal rules of respective state’s BAR council.
☑ Migrated the entire system from CI to Laravel for better security and low operation cost.
☑ Migrated data from single server to cloud clusters for seamless user experience and improved performance.
☑ Load balancing and server split to process 100K concurrent requests.

BUSINESS IMPACT

☑ Record business growth by 150%.
☑ Automated report generation eliminated manual 90% efforts for certification tracking.
☑ Scaled platform for future growth and improved performance.
☑ Reduced downtime by 80%.

What Our Client Says
They are very fast, and the team is big enough to tap on each other’s expertise. We are working together from last 16+ years.